Cila
Boats
The Luna Ship travels to the moon.
The captain meets lots of people on the adventure.
Flying boat,

the boat can fly up to space and here are planets all different colors but these are green and blue. The boat flies to space and everyone is curious to see what is there. The boat discovers stars and when they jump in the boat it turns out it was a trap and the aliens are chasing the crew and the chair with all the aliens are standing around them.
Marshmallow Island

People and animals on the Island need help and I have to help them. The animals can talk!
I would like to go to Mexico and I went past dolphins, sharks and people swimming and I would throw out ropes to rescue people.
We went over to the Butterfly Island and were sailing on leaves with chocolate made out of chocolate.
Diving Diversity.

The boat can dive and jump. On its way it meets lots of dolphins and they tell the boat to go to space.

Zoe
Evan and the big banana. Sailing on a sea of hot chocolate.

Evan's boat

Banana cannon

Golden banana

Evil sea monkeys
one day the crew set off to this island called corrie island and on the way there was a boat boat called egg monkey and a boat called sausage monkey all them went to the same island.
The Sea of Snakes was carazas and deadly.

Stop shrewd the tovarchole jela dodo (399).

A no we senmed attack are. Snakes vanuised them all but we saved are the only ones left off are noughand spsdes on are own red are.
Lady Jue3
Big Mac I II
Susy-Q
Thunder Pearl
Bob
R.I.B.
Somalis attack but are given justice in the form of hot lead.
and then I met a great swimming penguin while all doing on the boat. I was sailing and met a great swimming penguin.
Big Mac
Lady sue
Sea Monkey
Cleave Petal

Move out of my way
On my journey to carabao
I encountered a group
of spider crabs which
attacked my ship
Ben

Prima

big mac III

Susy-Q

lady Julie

3 Swansea

Sea Monkey

Cleave Peter Bideford

Zerkin &

Falcon Spirit

Speed devil

Portugal
Seashell is going to around the world.

Sea
boat to Water World
open lunch box

Golden bird flies out
sings a nightmare song and
sends person to sleep

Wakes up (ndream world)
arrow kills bird and flashes back
to reality
One calm day the Swansea glider and its crew set off to find "the treasure of the 6 lords" on Wafer Island.

With them came the courageous Cookie which scared off Wafer Island Guards.

The courageous Cookie flew on the flag. On their journey they passed Ice cream Mountains, the great chocolate sausage dog and the gigantic Flake dam.

When they reached the island they entered the cave where the treasure was believed to be.
My boat, the ‘successful Titanic’, is sailing to Happiness Island. First I sail past Swansea Marina and see my friend’s boat Fly High.
Emily
Cila primary
Big Mac
Sea Monkey
Super Man
Lady Joe 3
Deep Star
Saksumu
Cleave petrel
Oyster maid
Falcon spirit
Spray

Penguin pearl

Penguin pearl is going to Antarctica
Penguin pear has a penguin good luck symbol